WHOI receives funding for marine Carbon Dioxide Removal research
Projects funded are part of first large-scale public investment to study impacts and effectiveness

It’s always freezing in the Arctic. Or is it?
WHOI experts dig into a common misconception that the Arctic is always frigid

The ocean’s super-powered carbon pump
Learn about the living ocean’s role in moving carbon out of the atmosphere, Sept. 15, 7-9:30 p.m.

#HumansOfWHOI: Data scientists of the deep
Stace Beaulieu reflects on her introduction to oceanography through the Sea Education Association (SEA)

Call open for ocean programming at COP28
Programming opportunities are now open at the Ocean Pavilion. Deadline to submit is Sep. 15

WHOI IN THE NEWS

NATURE
Four steps to curb ‘ocean roadkill’

INSIDE ECOLOGY
New framework for oceanographic research provides potential for broader access to deep sea scientific exploration

CS MONITOR
Sea ice is shrinking. These maps show by how much

SMITHSONIAN MAGAZINE
The locations of these shipwrecks are no longer a secret

Where are WHOI Ships Now?

Follow #WHOI